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Abstract: In order to reach the semantic Web, approaches to automatically extract semantic annotations from textual documents have been proposed. In this paper we propose an approach to automatically extract annotations by taking into account context in order to obtain a better representation of the document content. Our context is modelled by contextual relations built up from both the structure and the semantics of the text. Our approach requires text documents and a domain ontology as input. It automatically generates a set of contextual semantic annotations represented in RDF.
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1 Introduction

These last years, many works have been performed to semi-automatically extract annotations from web resources in order to reach the semantic Web. In the field of textual semantic extraction, an important step forward has been realised through the availability of automatic natural language processing (NLP) tools. These tools are generally based on linguistic methods such as morpho-syntactic patterns matching [Aussenac-Gilles, 06] or on statistical methods such as frequency of terms co-occurrences. The approaches used so far are generally based on term extraction. Some of them enable also the extraction of relations between these terms. But in most cases, the context where these terms appear is ignored. This observed limitation of term extraction approaches was our main motivation to propose a new approach of modelling and extracting annotations, which takes into account the context in order to give a better representation of the document content. In this article, semantics is considered as the representation of a linguistic unit (of text) in a knowledge representation formalism which allows inferring on this semantics. From our particular point of view, the semantic annotation (SA) of a document is considered as a snapshot of its content done by an annotator (human or program). This SA must be machine readable. Our work was carried out in the framework of the SEVENPRO\(^1\) European project whose objective was to develop a virtual environment annotated semantically to design products, in order to assist engineers in their new products design and to allow the exploitation of both textual document semantics and 3D representations.

This paper is organised as follows. First of all, in section 2, we present a brief overview of related work on textual annotation. Then in section 3, we propose a model of context and contextual relations. In section 4, we detail the contextual

\(^1\)http://www.sevenpro.org/
semantic annotations extraction approach and we give a case study showing how the annotations are extracted. In section 5, we expose score results of the approach experiments. In section 6, our conclusions are presented.

2 Semantic annotation

This section focuses especially on both approaches, automatic and semi-automatic, for generating annotations taking into account the notion of context. However, more details are provided in [Uren, 06] for a more thorough understanding of semantic annotation and a state of the art of the current generation of semantic annotation systems and platforms. There are two ways to extract annotations. The first one relies on the content of the document itself and the second one relies on external information sources (context of redaction, external hyperlink…). For the first one, there are two techniques to annotate documents by their contents. The classical one usually consists in associating a set of keywords to each document. The second one, called semantic, annotation assigns to each document an annotation based on concepts defined in an ontology and possibly their relations [Guarino, 99][Khelif, 07]. In [Desmontils, 02], the author proposes a supervised approach to index Web resources. In [Vargas-Vera, 01], the author describes a semantic annotation tool for extraction of knowledge structures from web pages through the use of simple user-defined knowledge extraction patterns. Other extraction methods are dedicated to specific areas such as genomics [Nédellec, 04] for example. For the second way, the basic idea proposed by [Njmogue, 04] is that the indexing of a document depends on the activities of the organisation and not on the keywords present in the document. In [Abrouk, 06], the author proposes a semi-automatic annotation approach based on the references cited in a document and without prior knowledge of its content. The authors [Naing, 03] propose an ontology based method to automatically extract hyperlink information about relation instances from a web site.

The challenge is to propose an approach which models the context for the two ways of annotations extraction. In addition, the approach must give a concrete process to extract annotations for one of these ways.

3 Contextual semantic annotation modelling

We are interested in extracting contextual semantic annotations from texts. Therefore, the objects handled are of textual type. A "textual object (TO)" is defined as a text element (word, sentence, title, text between bracket, paragraph, section, part of a sentence…) which conveys semantics. A semantic conveyed by a TO is called semantic annotation. The SA is represented in RDF formalism and it can be class(s), triple(s) and named graph(s). The use of any semantics is indeed tightly depending on the context it is located in.

McCarthy [McCarthy, 93] defines the context as the generalisation of a collection of assumptions. Contexts are thus represented as first order formal objects. McCarthy assumes that a proposition $p$ is true in a context $c$, where $c$ is supposed to capture everything that is not explicit in $p$ but that is required to make $p$ a significant statement, for what it is supposed to represent. Such a basic relation (between the
The context of a given TO is a tuple of sets \(<TOs, RCs>\) where: the TOs are the textual objects interacting with it and the RCs are the contextual relations (structural, temporal and others) implied in the different interactions.”

"The context of a given SA is a tuple of sets \(<SAs, RCs>\) where: the SAs are the semantic annotations interacting with it and the RCs are the contextual relations (spatial, temporal and others) implied in the different interactions”.

Consequently, “the contextual SA is this SA with its context”.

In contrast to the relations between concepts which have been proposed to represent knowledge, the contextual relations, proposed here represent the relations between TO and between SA.

In addition, the notion of granularity allows us to reinforce our vision on the fact that contexts are nested within each other. The context notion exists at any granularity level. Therefore, it is possible to study the contextual relations not only between the TOs on the same detail level, but also between TOs belonging to different levels. Moreover, when the handled TOs are the documents themselves, we can regard relation among documents as contextual relations such as cited references, hyperlink, etc. In this paper, we focus on existing contextual relations within documents.

A temporal CR is a relation expressing the time notion among TOs (resp. SAs) within the same granularity level or not. For instance, with regards to SAs (before, during,...) and with regards to TOs, we also consider verb tenses (present, future...).

A structural (resp. spatial) CR is a relation expressing the relative position of TO (resp. SA) among them within the same granularity level or not. With regards to TOs, examples of structural relations are succession, belonging.... With regards to SAs, spatial discourse markers express a rank (front, after...) or location (in, on, under...).

Other CR, that is neither spatial/structural nor temporal, is a relation expressing a semantic notion among TOs (resp. SAs) within the same granularity level or not. With regards to TOs, an example of CR is the degree of importance between a paragraph and its title. With regards to SA, any discourse marker expressing either an addition (moreover, in fact...) or an illustration (such as...) for example is considered as a CR. We will detail the use of discourse relations in the next section.

So far, the context notion and contextual SAs are modelled. It remains to expose how it is possible to identify the TOs, the CRs and how to generate SAs of TOs?
4 Extraction of contextual semantic annotations

As said above, several levels of granularity exist with regards to SAs, depending on the TOs chosen (sentence, paragraph...). The difficulty is to choose the best granularity to produce the best SA. The proposed approach focuses on a particular level of granularity that is deemed semantically rich. The TOs handled at this level are delimited by "discourse relations". *Discourse relations* [Taboada, 06] in Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) domain are also called coherence relations, conjunctive relations or rhetorical relations. Some works have already been done to identify these discourse relations in the text [Marcu, 02][Teufel, 00][Saito, 06]. Another approach is proposed by [Desclés, 06] to automatically annotate documents by using the "semantics of speech". This method relies on a rule engine enabling to identify the text segments that contain a *definition*, a *cause*...In our approach, we focus on the identification of rhetorical relations explicitly marked. In the example: [Jack failed the exam] because [he was lazy], the first argument in brackets is the *fact*, the second argument is the *cause* and *because* the explicit marker. Explicit markers existing between *arguments* (sentences or parts of text) represent the three dimensions of contextual relations: temporal, spatial/structural or semantic.

4.1 Contextual semantic annotation extraction process

Two main stages constitute our process: "textual handling" stages followed by the "semantic handling" stages (see Figure 2).

![Figure 2: Contextual semantic annotation extraction process](image)

3 Description of the mill internal elements

3.1 Inlet Headliners

*This new design is composed of 3 thicker bolted rings, compared to the original design of 2 rings*. The liners have a thickness of XXmm, except for the area of most wear \((R/2-R/2+R/3)\), where the thickness is YYmm.

![Figure 3: Text excerpt](image)

Figure 3 shows an excerpt of document provided. It describes the components of an industrial machine (engineering mill), and the assembling procedure.
4.1.1 Text handling stage

The aim of this stage of our exploitation process is to identify the textual objects and the contextual relations between them.

The textual objects identification step consists in identifying titles, phrases, discourse markers, words… as well as the arguments of each discourse marker in the text. The engineering GATE platform [Cunningham, 02] has been used to identify TOs. It is based on successive application (pipeline) of transducers\(^2\) to the texts. A library of contextual relations is collected from both the discourse markers and other spatial, temporal and semantic contextual relations. For each contextual relation of this library, a JAPE\(^3\) rule is generated automatically to obtain their positions in the text. Other heuristics are considered and manually transformed into JAPE rules. For instance, a JAPE rule (Figure 4) allows identifying the numerical indicators preceding some sentences (titles) such as “7.5.3.”.

![Figure 4. The JAPE rule to identify the numerical indicators](image)

The JAPE rules are applied as transducers in the GATE pipeline. In addition, indications of position such as start and end in the text of sentences, discourse markers… are used to identify the discourse markers arguments in the text.

The contextual relations identification step requires to build the text hierarchical structure: (a) First, titles are identified by using numerical indicators preceding sentences and heuristics such as “GATE transducer identifies titles as paragraphs. If a paragraph contains a single sentence which starts by a numerical indicator, then this sentence is a title”. It has to be noted that the default transducer provided by GATE to identify titles is not very accurate; (b) then the scope of the detected titles and in their hierarchy (i.e. a paragraph or a subtitle belongs to a title) are deduced; (c) finally, the nesting between paragraphs, sentences and arguments is built by using position indicators in the text. Once the hierarchical structure of the text is built, contextual relations are deduced. For example, the sentence ‘s1’ belongs to the paragraph “p1”.

4.1.2 Semantic handling stage

This stage aims at identifying SAs and contextual semantic relations.

The semantic annotations generation step aims at representing the semantics of TOs within a knowledge representation formalism. The chosen formalism is RDF(S). RDF is based upon the notion of triples (resource, property, value). To associate RDF triples to TOs by referring to the ontology, we propose to identify resources (or

\(^2\) A transducer is a finite state machine which enables to produce for each visited state, one or several information.

\(^3\) JAPE (Java Annotation Patterns Engine) is the language for expressing grammars offered by the platform GATE (an example is given in 4.2.3 section).
concepts or classes) and properties in the text. Therefore, we propose to build automatically a set of JAPE rules. Indeed, the main idea is to use the value of the "rdfs:label" property in a RDFS schema to build JAPE rules.

The **ClassesJapeRulesBuilding algorithm** explains how associated JAPE rules to "classes" are generated:

```plaintext
ClassJapeRulesBuilding_Algorithm {
    Classes = ListOfClass(ontology); Rules = ""
    // ListOfClass request ontology by using SPARQL query to get the Class list and their Labels from ontology

    For each Class ∈ Classes do {
        HeadRule = HeadRuleBuilding(GetNameOf(Class));
        BodyRule = "";
        For each label ∈ GetLabelsFrom(Class) do {
            BodyRule = BodyRule + "(" + BodyRuleBuilding(label) + ")";
            If (ExistNextLabel) then {BodyRule = BodyRule + "|"};
        } //endFor
        Rules = Rules + HeadRule + BodyRule + EndRule;
    } //endFor
}
```

For each class, head rule and end rule are built by HeadRuleBuilding and EndRuleBuilding functions. The body rule of class is built by using BodyRuleBuilding function with lemmatised words of labels. If there are more than one label for class the operator "|" is added among parts of body rules.

The algorithm of properties rules building is the same as for classes. In this case, the SPARQL query returns properties list and their labels.

For each class, "RingOfDiaphragmMill" is an example of RDFS description of the class "RingOfDiaphragmMill" in the domain ontology. It also shows the associated "JAPE rule". The "Token.lemma" refers to all the possible variants for a word. Afterwards, JAPE rules are built to detect candidate values of properties such as numbers in the

---

4. [http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/](http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/)
Thereafter, all JAPE rules are introduced in the pipeline to locate instances of classes, properties and candidate values of properties in the text. Then it is possible to build RDF triples. However, ambiguity issues may arise. Indeed, different classes, properties or values may be detected in a same TO. To solve this problem, we check the range and the domain constraints in order to associate the right class to each property. However, the opposed problem may arise, i.e. no existing class to associate to properties of TO. To solve this issue, the granularity level is increased. These solutions are implemented in the semantic annotations generation algorithm:

**Semantic annotations generation algorithm**

TO: textual object (argument) deduced from hierarchical structure; TOs: set of TO; TO_max: The biggest TO considered (for example: all of the document, section, paragraph,…);

INPUT : TOs, TO_max;
SA: semantic annotation that we want to associate to TO;

For each TO ∈ TOs do {
    TO' ← TO, P ← set_of_properties_in(TO');
    SA ← Null;
    While (TO' ≤ TO_max) and (P ≠ ∅) {
        For each pj ∈ P do {
            RDFTriplesGenerating_Algorithm(pj, TO', SA);
            If used_for_RDF_generation(pj) then {
P ← P - pj;
            }
        } //endFor
        If (P ≠ ∅) then {
            TO' ← TO'.IncreaseContext();
        } //endIf
    } //endWhile
    If (notNull(SA)) then {AssociateObjects(TO, SA)}
} //endFor

This algorithm takes as input the TO extracted at the lowest granularity level considered (argument). For each TO, it identifies properties occurring in the text, and subsequently, an attempt is made to match each property with the class it is a property of and its value. If for some properties in the text, the algorithm fails to create the triple, a larger context is sought. Figure 6 shows generated contextual SAs corresponding to the underlined sentence in the text excerpt of figure 3.

The SAs are represented in RDF (XML syntax). In addition, figure 6 shows the contextual relation “compareTo” identified between the two SAs.

The contextual semantic relations identification step of the semantic handling stage of our extraction process aims at assigning semantic roles to the discourse markers already detected. In [Marcu, 02][Sporleder, 06], authors propose to automatically identify these roles (contrast, continuation, explanations…). However, some problems persist in complex ambiguous “discourse markers”. In addition, no automatic tool to identify semantic role exists in “RST” domain. The scope of this work is limited to the identification of discourse markers locations in the text.
Experiments have been carried out on texts written in English. The proposed approach has been experimented on a corpus of 313 sentences (3768 words and 1862 other linguistic units such as: numbers, commas, brackets…) written by the industrial partners of the European project SEVENPRO. 114 rules are thus automatically generated corresponding to 64 classes and 50 properties in the domain ontology and 80 other rules to identify discourse markers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Identification</th>
<th>Total existing</th>
<th>Precision (%)</th>
<th>Recall (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Titles and hierarchy</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentences/ Paragraphs</td>
<td>285/205</td>
<td>101/0</td>
<td>313/205</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arguments</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discourse markers</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>87.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Properties</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>85.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>77.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidate values properties</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Evaluation of the extraction results
Table 1 lists the score results of all elements extracted from the text. The validation (right/wrong) of all elements extracted is verified manually. Two parameters are computed to identify the quality of the generated SAs: the precision and the recall. Getting the best scores, involves a trade-off between these two parameters. All titles and their hierarchy are identified correctly. The sentences and paragraphs are identified by default transducer of GATE. The score of identification argument relies on sentences identification score. The wrong scores (see Table 1) of discourse markers, properties and classes identifications is due to duplicate identification of the same words. For instance, the rhetorical relation “as well as” is identified as three rhetorical relations: two “as” and “as well as”.

Furthermore, the proposed approach has been experimented on large corpus of 2422 sentences. The “Table 2” compares the RDF triples extraction result within various levels of granularity. The granularity is an important factor. Indeed, it impacts greatly the generated SAs. The existing classes within a sentence of title are used to generate RDF triples in TOs to get better result. We observe that the precision of generated RDF triples is satisfactory when TO_max is an argument. On the other side, the recall is unsatisfactory. When the TO_max is increased, the precision decreases a little and the recall increases. When the TO_max is increased to section, the precision has a significant decrease. Indeed, the precision of generated triple relies on the proximity among property, class and value. The trade-off between precision and recall gives the best RDF triples score when the TO_max is paragraph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generated RDF triples when TO_max is :</th>
<th>Identifications</th>
<th>Total existing</th>
<th>Precision (%)</th>
<th>Recall (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argument without title phrase</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>86.82</td>
<td>25.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argument + title sentence</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>82.67</td>
<td>71.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence + title sentence</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>82.23</td>
<td>72.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraph + title sentence</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>82.92</td>
<td>78.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section + title sentence</td>
<td>641</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>75.50</td>
<td>84.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Evaluation of semantic annotations generation algorithm: generated RDF triples

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an approach to model and to extract semantic annotation by taking into account the context of textual sources. The main steps of the proposed approach are summarised as follows: i) identification of textual objects; ii) identification of contextual relations corresponding to TOs; iii) generation of semantics annotations represented by RDF triples; iv) identification of contextual semantic relations. All proposed steps are automated, and a prototype is implemented to assess the various steps of this contextual extraction approach. The evaluation results are very satisfactory. This approach of extraction and use of contextual semantic annotations offers promising results in the domain of knowledge extraction from texts. However, two challenges remain to be overcome:

The first one is the exploitation of inference on semantic discourse relations by using semantic Web technologies. Therefore, we propose on one hand to represent
discourse relations semantics with inference rules and on the other hand to use the proposals discussed about *Source Declaration*\(^5\) to assign a IRI (Internationalized Resource Identifiers) to a set of triples (named graph) and [Corby, 07] to represent interweaving between *semantic annotations* by related named graphs.

The second challenge deals with the difficulty of inferring on spatial and temporal contextual relations. Therefore, we draw inspiration from *Geographic Information Systems* works. More specifically, we are looking at Allen relations [Allen, 84] to specify temporal contextual relations and Egenhofer relations [Egenhofer, 91] to specify spatial contextual relations.
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